MATH

with the specific topics for students to record
their findings. When finished, they can share
their findings with the rest of the class.

OBJECTIVE: Count to ten in three different languages.
SUGGESTED TIME FRAME: 30 minutes
ADDITIONAL MATERIALS: index cards
PROCEDURE: Prior to the lesson, pick three
languages that the students will learn during this
lesson. Write the words for each number from one to
ten on an index card. On the other side of the index
card, write the numeral. Divide the class into three
groups. Give each group a different set of index cards.
help each group with the pronunciation of the words.
Once each group has learned how to count to ten in
a new language, have the students teach their new
language to the rest of the class.

SOCIAL STUDIES
OBJECTIVE: Compare and contrast clothing
worn in different nations.
SUGGESTED TIME FRAME: 30 minutes
ADDITIONAL MATERIALS: large piece of paper,
reference materials
PROCEDURE: Prior to the lesson, make a graph
with the title: OUR NATION’S CLOTHING. Do not
fill in the column labels or list of nations until the
class gives their suggestions. Using reference
materials and the student’s knowledge, discuss
what clothing and/or materials are common in
each nation and list them on the board. Choose
the most popular choices and write them in
the appropriate spaces on the chart. Discuss
the findings.

Examples of three languages:

SPANISH

1=uno
2=dos
3=tres
4=quatro
5=cinco

OUR NATION’S CLOTHING
FORMAL
DRESS

COATS

HEAD
WEAR

JEWELRY

Reorder Number

EVERYDAY
WEAR

FRENCH

6=seis
7=siete
8=ocho
9=nueve
10=diez

1=un
2=deux
3=trois
4=quatre
5=cinque

6=six
7=sept
8=huit
9=neuf
10=dix

GERMAN
1=eins
2=zwei
3=drei
4=vier
5=funf

6=sechs
7=sieben
8=acht
9=neun
10=zehn

LANGUAGE ARTS/SOCIAL STUDIES
OBJECTIVE: Write a poem about why a specific nation
is special.
SUGGESTED TIME FRAME: 30 minutes
ADDITIONAL MATERIALS: writing paper
PROCEDURE: Using the information students gained
when researching their nation, ask them to create
a poem about why their nation is special. Prior to
writing, discuss with the class various types of poetry
and have the students use one of the discussed
types. Some types can have every two lines rhyme
or a certain amount of syllables per line. Encourage
the students to be creative when writing. When the
poems have been completed, the students can make
a final copy of their poems on the computer and draw
a picture.
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Project Ideas • Cross Curricular
Links • Activity Sheets

Kids of All Nations (Pk/24)
PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE STARTING
YOUR KIT CONTAINS:
• Paper 			
• Glue
• Paper Fasteners 		
• Paint Brushes
• Acrylic Paint 		
• Precut Paper Figures

• Yarn 			
• Patterns
• Teaching Guide
with Complete
Instructions and
Illustrations.

AGE GROUP: 7 and up
PROJECT TIME: 60 minutes
YOU WILL NEED:
• Pencils
• Scissors
1. a) Have each class member decide which nation the child they create is from.
b) Select an appropriate precut paper figure.
2. Have each class member decide how they would like to dress the figure and select the
construction paper they will need. On pages 3 through 6 you will find patterns for the 4 different
multicultural designs shown on page 2.
If you want to use the patterns: 1) cut the patterns out, 2) trace around the cut out patterns lightly
on the construction paper and 3) cut out the traced item from the construction paper.
If you don’t want to use the patterns: cut out your own clothing designs from the construction
paper. You may find it easier to draw a light outline of the clothing on the construction paper
before you cut it out.
3. Use the paint to make any finishing touches on the paper figure. You can paint on eyes, a mouth,
a nose and accents on the clothing and hair.
4. Hair can also be created from the enclosed yarn. It can be cut into 3” lengths for long hair or
1” lengths for short hair. Glue the hair to the scalp of the precut paper figure.
5. Once your class members have decorated the Kids of All Nations, their hands can be easily joined
with the enclosed fasteners. This craft project makes a great bulletin board decoration!
Teaching Activities Inside
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SCIENCE/MATH
SCIENCE/MATH

SOCIAL STUDIES/ARTS
SOCIAL
STUDIES/ARTS

OBJECTIVE: Create a twelve month chart
OBJECTIVE:
Create climate.
a twelve month chart depicting a
depicting a nation’s
nation’s
climate.
SUGGESTED TIME FRAME: 30 minutes
SUGGESTED
FRAME:line
30 minutes
ADDITIONAL TIME
MATERIALS:
graph paper,
ADDITIONAL
MATERIALS: line graph paper,
research materials
PROCEDURE:
Have students work in groups
research
materials
to pick a nationHave
that students
they want
to learn
more
PROCEDURE:
work
in groups
to pick
about.
the want
Internet
or research
materials,
a
nationUsing
that they
to learn
more about.
Using the
have students
find the
average
climate
for each
Internet
or research
materials,
have
students
ﬁnd the
month
in
their
nation.
Make
a
line
graph
withMake
average climate for each month in their nation.
the title: OUR NATION’S CLIMATE and the labels:
a line graph with the title: OUR NATION’S CLIMATE
temperature and months. Explain to the students
and
labels:each
temperature
and months,
Explain to
howthe
to mark
temperature
on the graph.
the
students
how
to
mark
each
temperature
the
When completed, the class should make aon
line
graph.
Once
the
graphs
are
completed,
the
class
graph showing all the separate nation’s climate
should
make
line graph
showing
all ofline.
the sepapatterns.
Useone
a different
color
for each
Make
a keynation’s
showing
whatpatterns.
country is
represented
by
rate
climate
Use
a different color
for
each
line. Make a key showing what country is
which
color.
represented by which color.

OBJECTIVE: Design a diorama of their puppet’s
OBJECTIVE: Design a diorama of their puppet’s
homeland.
homeland.
SUGGESTED TIME FRAME: 35 minutes
APPROXIMATE TIME FRAME: 35 minutes
ADDITIONAL MATERIALS: shoe boxes, clay,
ADDITIONAL MATERIALS: shoe boxes, clay,
construction paper, string, glue, research materials,
construction paper, string, glue, research materials,
index cards
index cards
PROCEDURE: Using the four puppets made, have
PROCEDURE: Using the four puppets made, have
students do some basic research on their puppet’s
students do some basic research on their puppet’s
homeland. Based on the information found,
homeland. Based on the information found, have stuhave students create a diorama of their puppet’s
dents create a diorama of their puppet’s homeland.
homeland. Students can create an outdoor or indoor
Students can create an outdoor scene or an indoor
scene. Use clay and construction paper to make
scene. Use clay and construction paper to make
objects in the diorama. Other diorama ideas could
objects in the diorama. Other diorama ideas could
include showing a specific trade, a native game or
include showing a speciﬁc trade, a native game, or
native animals. On an index card, have students
native animals. On an index card, have students
write a brief description of what is being shown in
write a brief description of what is being shown in
their diorama. Attach the index card to the side of
their diorama. Attach the index card to the side of the
the diorama.
diorama.

OUR NATION’S CLIMATES

SCIENCE/MATH
SCIENCE/MATH

50
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SCIENCE/MATH
SCIENCE/MATH

OBJECTIVE: Write a folktale and present it to the
class.
OBJECTIVE: Write a folktale and present
SUGGESTED
it to the class. TIME FRAME: 30 minutes
PROCEDURE:
Explain
to the30
students
that a folktale
SUGGESTED TIME
FRAME:
minutes
PROCEDURE:
students
a to
is
a story with aExplain
moral intoit.the
Read
a shortthat
folktale
folktale
is
a
story
with
a
moral
in
it.
Read
a
the class as an example. Discuss the moral inshort
the
folktale
to the
class
as anpick
example.
story.
Have
each
student
a nationDiscuss
that willthe
be
moralinintheir
thefolktale.
story. Have
a nation,
used
Onceeach
eachstudent
studentpick
has a
nation.
Then askorthem
to create
fromFor
using
characters
objects
native a
tofolktale
that nation.
their nation using characters or objects native
example, if a student’s nation was Australia, he/she
to that nation. For example, if a student’s nation
might
use a kangaroo
a koala
as the charwas Australia,
he/sheand
might
use abear
kangaroo
acters
in
their
folktale.
Remind
students
to include a
and a koala bear as the characters in their
moral
in their
folktale.
Whento
the
folktales
are comfolktale.
Remind
students
include
a moral
pleted,
share
stories
withbeen
the class.
in theirstudents
folktale.can
When
thetheir
folktales
have
As
an extension
activity,
the
students
actwith
out
completed,
students
can
share
theircould
stories
the
class.
As
an
extension
activity,
the
students
their stories for other classes.
can act out their stories for other classes.
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OBJECTIVE: Create a recipe based on a specific
OBJECTIVE:
Create a recipe based on a speciﬁc
nation’s foods.
nation’s
foods. TIME FRAME: 30 minutes
SUGGESTED
SUGGESTED
TIME
FRAME: 30
minutes
ADDITIONAL
MATERIALS:
blank
recipe cards (index
cards), reference
materials,
multicultural
ADDITIONAL
MATERIALS:
blank
recipe cardscookbooks
(index
PROCEDURE:
Using
reference
materials,
have
cards), reference materials, multicultural cookbooks
students findUsing
out about
foods
that are have
commonly
PROCEDURE:
reference
materials,
stueaten
in
a
specific
nation.
Using
cookbooks
and
dents ﬁnd out about foods that are commonly eaten
own nation.
creativity,
write
a recipeand
for their
a specific
in their
a speciﬁc
Using
cookbooks
own dish.
Recipes should include amounts written in proper
creativity, write a recipe for a speciﬁc dish. Recipes
notation, ingredients, step-by-step instructions and
should
include
written inactivity,
proper notation,
inserving
size. amounts
As an extension
these recipes
gredients,
step-by-step
instructions,
and
serving
size.
can be verified in a cookbook and the students can
Asmake
an extension
these recipes
could
be verisome ofactivity,
these foods.
With the
recipe
cards,
ﬁed
in a cookbook
and athe
students
students
can make
class
recipecould
bookmake
titled:some
of FOODS
these foods.
With THE
the recipe
cards, students can
AROUND
WORLD.
make a class recipe book entitled: FOODS AROUND
THE WORLD.

SOCIAL STUDIES

SOCIAL
OBJECTIVE: STUDIES
Work in groups to find information

about a specific nation.
SUGGESTED
TIME
minutes
OBJECTIVE:
Work
in FRAME:
groups to30
ﬁnd
information about
ADDITIONAL
a speciﬁc
nation. MATERIALS: research materials,
paper with specific
topics 30 minutes
SUGGESTED
TIME FRAME:
PROCEDURE:
Prior to the
lesson, develop
ADDITIONAL
MATERIALS:
reference
materials,a paper
with speciﬁc sheet
topics of paper with a list of topics.
reproducible
PROCEDURE:
Prior tobe:
thelanguage
lesson, develop
reproSome topics might
spoken,a climate,
ducible
sheet
of papercommon
with a listmodes
of topics.
national
products,
of Some
transportation,
topics
might be:customs
language
spoken,
national
population,
unique
to climate,
their nation,
famous
products,
common
modes
of transportation,
populafoods, flag,
industry,
natural
resources, history,
tion,
customs
unique
their
famous
foods,
animals,
etc.
Basedtoon
thenation,
puppet’s
nationality,
divide students into cooperative groups. Using
research materials, have students find information
about their nation. Pass out the paper
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